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Abstract

The paper examines experiences with groups of teachers involved in the cartographic 
education of three very different groups. It discusses an evaluation done after twenty 
years  of  work  with  special  needs  cartography  related  to  continuing  education  for 
geography teachers.  It  notes the relevance of preparing school teachers to deal  with 
cartography in the classroom using conventional and digital technologies. Special needs 
cartography is more than maps for people with sensory and physical impairment; it also 
involves those who face different issues related to map production and use,  such as 
indigenous populations, particularly native peoples in remote villages and settlements, 
with  particular  reference  to  Indigenous  peoples  in  Brazil.  They  use  cartography  in 
different ways, for different reasons. In addition, special needs cartography facilitates 
the acceptance of diversity among students, promoting inclusion. School teachers have 
to study cartography through continuing education courses in order to be able to use 
graphic  language,  properly  teach  their  students  and  also  to  fully  understand  the 
relevance of maps in our society.

Key words: cartographic education, graphic and cartographic language for minorities, 
tactile maps, ethnocartography, tourist cartography in schools.

Introduction

After several decades of research on cartographic communication process, there is still a 
need for applied research. In fact, the variety of map uses and users is growing. There 
are an increased number of  innovative products and a wide range of map producers 
with little training. On top of all this, cartography faces an amazing transformation due 
to digital  technologies  and resources,  which have changed everyday life  and school 
realities, opening new worlds of teaching and learning, of leisure and work. Figure 1 
summarizes these scenarios (Almeida, 2009). Are teachers and parents well prepared to 
deal with cartography and its new challenges, either at home, everyday life or in the 
classroom? 
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Figure 1 – Where is Cartography in the world of young students?

The old questions asked within communication cartography, in the 60’s and 70’s, have 
now new meanings:  WHY making a map (reasons, purpose of the map),  WHAT will 
be represented (map content) and  HOW (graphic and cartographic language – design 
and resources),  for WHOM (type of users, age, special needs), with WHICH results 
(efficacy evaluation  of  the whole  process).  Technology has  changed the  answers  to 
those questions, but there are still some challenges to be faced, including the proper 
training of school teachers to work with innovations, new cartographic products, new 
procedures  and  most  important,  dealing  with  youth  who  have  different  minds  and 
expectations compared to the past.

The  paper  presents  three  experiences  with  school  cartography  and  teacher  training 
during more than two decades within the Laboratory of Geography Education at the 
University  of  São Paulo:  cartography for  special  needs users  (low vision and blind 
people); ethnocartography with indigenous groups from the Amazon region; introducing 
tourism cartography at schools, for young students and their teachers. The three cases 
were analyzed in terms of learning and teaching cartography, particularly with respect 
to finding new ways to introduce maps to specific groups of users. Successful results 
were obtained and they highlighted the relevance of cartographic education in all levels, 
also they brought attention to the still valid approach of cartographic communication 
research and its applied issues. 



In Brazil, there is a large and very active group of people working and doing research 
about  maps and children,  school  cartography and preparation of  teachers.  Since the 
beginning  of  the  international  ICA  working  group  in  1993  (Anderson,  J.  & 
Vasconcellos, R., 1995) there have been several conferences, meetings, and publication 
of a book on School Cartography (Almeida, Rosângela, org. 2007).  

Special Needs Cartography and Tactile maps

The present study is based on three approaches which were tested with school teachers 
by the author and evaluated during several years. With respect to special needs students, 
the  author  has  already  presented  the  research  results  in  several  occasions  and  past 
conferences (Vasconcellos/Almeida, 2007, 2005a, 2002, 2001, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993, 
1992, 1991). 

A tactual graphic language was studied and a methodology proposed to introduce maps 
and  basic  geographical  concepts,  e.g.  plan  view,  scale,  distance,  location  and 
orientation, to low vision and blind people. The study concentrated attention on two 
areas: 1.Tactile graphic design and production - analysis, construction and evaluation of 
various techniques and cartographic products; 2.Tactile graphics use - evaluation of the 
communication process and development of training programs for teachers and students 
with visual impairment.

In  previous  work,  the  author  outlined  a  set  of  guidelines  directed  to  map  design, 
production and use which were tested for two decades by a team at the University of 
São Paulo. All public schools in Brazil are implementing the inclusion of special needs 
students, but teachers are rarely prepared to deal with them in the classroom, and there 
is not enough didactic materials available. For this reason, there is much to be done yet.

In the last years, projects have been developed in Latin America, with the coordination 
of Alejandra Coll,  Director of the Tactile Cartography Centre,  from the Universidad 
Tecnológica Metropolitana, Santiago, Chile, and the participation of a team from the 
University  of  São  Paulo  (Carmo  &  Sena,  2005,  Sena,  2008)  and  with  support  of 
institutions such as OEA e IPGH. Results have been impressive and many tactile maps 
designed,  produced and distributed in  several  countries.  One example  is  showed in 
figure 2. 



Figure 2  - City of São Paulo Relief Tactile Map, Sena e Carmo, 2005.

Ethnocartography and indigenous geography: workshop with native teachers 

Another  experience  related  to  cartographic  education  for  minority  groups  was  the 
introduction of cartography to native teachers working in schools located in Brazilian 
Indian lands.  Between 2000 and 2009, in the State of Acre located at  the Brazilian 
Amazon Region,  several  workshops coordinated by the author,  were organised.  She 
presented  mapping  techniques  and  products,  remote  sensing  images  and  GPS 
technology to native representatives from several ethnic groups. These activities took 
place at the Education Center of CPI (Comissão-Pró Índio do Acre), a Brazilian non-
government organization which has developed several  projects  related to indigenous 
people and their lands, in the last 30 years. 

Maps are part of their lives and their work; they draw maps of the geographical space to 
protect their land, to make environmental assessments, to visualize their space. They 
need conventional maps and digital maps, but they also make images of their worlds - 
material, physical, social, cultural, spiritual – that sometimes look like works of art.

The results have been presented previously (Almeida, 2007, 2006, 2005b, 2001, 1999, 
Marchese & Almeida, 2005). This case study provides some answers to the questions 
why, how, what, for which reasons and with which results are maps being produced and 
used. After these experiences, ways were developed to prepare native school teachers to 
deal with cartography at the Indian villages. There was a need to make concessions and 
adaptations,  such  as  to  value  drawings  of  their  environment  at  the  same  level  as 
conventional maps (Figures 3 and 4). 



Figura 3 -  Brazilian Indian working with maps and youngsters drawing their own maps, 
in a Acre State village, Brazil (photo Renato Gavazzi, CPI-Acre).

 

Figura 4 - Native environmental agents and teachers during a map activity at an Indian 
village, Brazil (photo Renato Gavazzi, CPI-Acre).

Touristic Cartography at School: The Pathways to the Future Project

The  last  case  dealing  with  cartographic  education  for  teachers  is  an  initiative  to 
introduce  tourism  at  public  schools.  The  project,  called  Pathways  to  the  Future, 
accomplished the training of over 800 teachers, in the period of 2006 and 2008, under 
the  coordination  of  the  author.  The  programme  was  a  joint  venture  between  the 
University  of  São  Paulo  and  the  Federal  Government  (Ministry  of  Tourism).  The 



teachers from 16 Brazilian states  were engaged in workshops to learn about  tourist 
cartography, including a lecture on introduction cartography and practical activities with 
maps (Figure 5). The evaluation of this experience showed clearly that teachers are not 
fully prepared to work with maps and to teach cartography to students of all grades. 

In order to facilitate and improve this task of working with maps at classrooms, the 
program developed cartographic games (Figure 6) and other practical activities which 
accomplished the challenge of motivating teachers and students. Besides receiving a 
book (instructor and student versions), teachers also got a CD-ROM with power point 
presentations, exercises and material about their city and state. A conventional map and 
an illustrated tourist map were produced to each of the 16 states (Fiori, 2005, 2008). 

Figura 5. – School teachers at the tourist cartography workshop. Fiori, 2008.

Figure 6 - Game designed to introduce tourist cartography at schools. Fiori, 2008.



Conclusion

The results of previous work done by the author showed some important facts, such as: 

1. School teachers recognize the relevance of cartography in geography education and at 
school in general, and they would increase its role in education if possible;

2.  Map  content  and  design  should  address  users  needs  and  interests.  For  example, 
leisure and tourist cartography enhances students’ and teachers’ motivation to learn and 
work with maps when used in a location where tourism is economically strong;

3.  Technology  can  build  up  the  interest  in  teaching  and  learning  cartography,  but 
economic and social restraints are still a barrier for Brazilian public schools. Their use 
of computer and internet resources, such as Google Earth, is limited for  several reasons 
e.g., the small number of available computers, lack of good internet connection, large 
number of students in classrooms, and this greatly interferes with their geographic and 
cartographic education.

Nowadays, digital technologies are bringing new possibilities to improve cartographic 
education of school teachers and children. These innovative resources have changed the 
current state of cartographic education and open up future challenges in the field of 
cartography.  Cartography  for  minority  groups  should  involve  cultural  mapping  and 
recognize  the  social  context,  presenting  the  language  of  maps  in  multi-sensory  and 
multicultural  ways  to  depict  geographical  space.  The  author  strongly  believes  that 
cartographers should participate and create alternatives to improve school teachers and 
children  cartographic  knowledge  both  in  map  theory  and  practice.  Digital  and 
conventional media are covering those new scenarios related to all sorts of maps, an 
example was a request from a newspaper in São Paulo to prepare an activity  for a 
classroom using cartography and Google Earth (Figure 7). 

It is a fact that students can no longer learn without digital, dynamic and interactive 
resources. Cybercartography, as proposed by Taylor (2005), can be an alternative as it 
involves all senses,  not only visual, and works with all sorts of maps, from physical 
space to virtual reality. Considering the three experiences discussed in the paper, it is 
clear that cartography as a communication system can still bring light to research as 
they confirm the relevance of evaluating map design and use and its efficacy. ]Regina I 
do not understand what you are saying in this last sentence}

In all  cases,  the  essential  issue is  always  the preparation of  people  involved in the 
cartographic  process  (map  makers  and  map  users).  All  teachers  and  not  only 
geographers should be mapmakers and must improve the teaching of cartography in all 
levels of school. This means including computers and the internet as didactic resources, 
developing games and new strategies such as problem solving methodology, finding 
ways  to  motivate  young  people  to  become  map  makers  and  users.  Technology  is 
building virtual spaces, transforming geography at school and it has been a bridge to 
improve special needs learning, including the continuing education of teachers. 



 

Figure 7 - Mapping the Community with Google Earth: theme for a geography class. 
Almeida, Regina A. September 19, 2006. Jornal da Tarde, São Paulo. 
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